NORTH-EASTERN HILL UNIVERSITY
SHILLON G- 7 93022, ME GHALAYA
DEPARTMENT OF RIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Phone No : 0364-2723852/3855
Email : hodbme@nehu.ac.in
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Applications on plain paper, along with the recent CV, photograph and supporting documents are invited
on or before 28th February , 202I at 5 P.M eithen through post or on above mentioned email fbr the
posts of Guest Faculties in Department of Bio-Medical Engineering (BME), School of Technology,
irtEttU, Shillong for engaging B.Tech (BME) classes for the following subject as per the details given
below:
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Errgineering Mechan ics (ME103) (Theory)
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Essential: First class (or at least 55% marks)
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M.Tech (BME/Mechanical I Civill Electrical)/
relevant field from a recognized University
Desirable: Ph.D. in the relevant subject from
recosnized Universitv/ Institute or considerable
teachinq exoerience in the subiect.
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interviews fbr the above mentioned posts

will

be conducted through online in due course of time.
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The term of appointment fbr the current odd semester or till regular faculty join the Depaftment.
Eligible candidates may pro.duce original certificates along with one set of attested copies (fbr
submission), recent photograph and a copy of latest bio-data at the time of interview or at the
time of physically present irr the Deparlment.
3. The remuneration would be @ Ro. 1,500/- per lecture subject to a maximum amount of Rs.
50,000/- per rnonth (conditions apply). The posts are purely for the defined short duration, and are
of the nature of Guest Lectufer. .
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No TA/DA shall be paid to the candidates fbr appearing in the interview.
5. The date and time of interview will be notify in due course of tirne.
6. No application will be enterlained after the date and time mentioned above.
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(Dr.Sudip Paul)
Teacher In-Charge, BME
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